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INNOVATION IN TEACHING

Just In Time:

When it comes to preparing for classes, Dr. Francis follows a technique called “Just in Time” teaching. Before class, he posts links to each topic they will cover in the following class in a prep assignment. The students complete their reading and the assignment before physical class. Dr. Francis then reviews the answers to the prep assignment, figures out what topics the class isn’t quite understanding, and then adjusts the lesson and activities of the class to address those topics. It encourages students to get into the material ahead of time, and allows Dr. Francis to find what areas the students are struggling with very quickly.
Music itself is a very active learning experience. However, in Music Theory and Music History – the academic areas of Music study – it can be hard to create an active learning environment. Dr Francis takes a conscious effort to create active environments for students. One of these areas of effort is the final exam. Instead of a written test, his students design and execute a project throughout the semester. Dr. Francis feels that students enjoy the hands on approach, and learn to apply the class principles in real life situations through the project. To balance the removal of the exam, he uses short quizzes and assessments throughout the semester that test students’ understanding of the principles.

Dr. Francis’ favorite class is the last semester of Music Theory. The class focuses on modern day compositions as opposed to older classical music. Examining modern work is refreshing, and the class helps students and Dr. Francis remain aware of many trends and recent ideas in the world of music that they might encounter throughout their lives.

From Lecture and Solo Work to Discussion and Collaboration:

When it comes to in-class interactions, Dr. Francis jokes that his syllabus is the biggest lecture that he does during the year. He uses a discussion-based approach to classes, where he and the students will look at a musical piece, listen to audio, or watch a short video. They then discuss the piece, and identify what the piece shows and how it relates to what they are learning. Dr. Francis loves the approach because it gives students a chance to discover the answers for themselves.

Dr. Francis also places an emphasis in his classes on collaboration. In Orchestration, a class which involves writing and composing music for large ensembles, Prof. Francis works with other faculty to have their classes come in to either play student compositions, or answer questions students have about their particular group of instruments. It gives students in Prof. Francis’ class to get hands-on experience with the instruments, and gives the other class a chance to show off their expertise in their field. Last year, the Orchestration class was able to go and visit a woodwind class, and learn all about woodwind instruments. They also were able to have a brass ensemble come and visit the class and play for them during the period.

Collaboration in the Community:

Prof. Francis has also reached out to the community to participate in his classes. The Orchestration class is a bringing together of many different instruments, so Dr. Francis believes it is only fitting that the class also brings together so many different people. In Music Theory classes, the music education students will often create teaching plans for their assignments and projects. Dr. Francis encourages them to practice and assess their techniques as part of the project. Some students even work with local teachers on trying out the lessons they have created during their classes to see how effective they are in a real classroom setting.

As well as this, Dr. Francis encourages students to share their ideas and accomplishments outside of class at local events or conferences, which has lead to a couple of students presenting their Music Theory projects at UCUR.

WHY DID YOU DECIDE TO COME TO DSU?

Prof. Francis originally moved to DSU from Oregon. He chose DSU for its can-do attitude. Regardless of where you come from, he feels you can still succeed and have input at the university.
A challenging part of music is finding in-class examples that work well. Often, while trying to find a piece to showcase a certain concept or technique, Dr. Francis will find a lot of examples of what not to do. He was reluctant to share these at first. However, when he ended up showing them to the class, it was a great opportunity for the students to reverse their thinking. By presenting a far from perfect example, the students were able to brainstorm as to what would make the composition better, or what they could do differently in the same situation. Now, he uses a mixture of both in his classes, as it shows the students another perspective.

Dr. Francis is inspired by what he learns by teaching students. Teaching helps him to grow as a musician and helps him to better appreciate his field of study.

Dr Francis’ favorite teaching experiences are when students who struggle with a subject finally understand. Seeing the lights come on, and them getting excited about the subject makes it one of the best experiences in teaching.

Making connections between students and the subject that you are teaching is also Dr. Francis’ favorite experience. It makes the information you are teaching so much more valuable to the students, which is especially true when it comes to unprompted connections.
STUDENT REVIEWS:

“Dr. Francis is a great instructor. He has an in-depth knowledge of the subjects he teaches and does a great job at presenting it to the class in a way that we can understand it and even get excited about it. He cares about each student and is willing to listen and answer questions. He has great control of the class and we learn a lot in the time given. I have enjoyed this class.”

“Dr. Francis is really good at explaining things. Some of the concepts we learned were kind of hard for me to wrap my brain around, but as soon as I asked for help, I could understand a lot better. Dr. Francis is also good at staying on topic, while still letting the students ask questions and keep the class fun and interactive.”

“Dr. Francis is a genius and knows his stuff and is always willing to help the students in any way that he can. He is also willing to explain things and do examples until all the students understand.”

WHAT ADVICE WOULD YOU GIVE TO OTHER FACULTY TEACHING AT DSU?

Dr. Francis’ best advice for other instructors is to connect with the student. Checking in on them, and making them feel included in the class goes so far in their learning experience, and leaves an impact on them. Be a resource for them in the classroom and during office hours.